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Cambridge International AS and A Level Law Second Edition

2021-06-04

this title is endorsed by cambridge international to support the full syllabus for examination from 2023 build strong subject

knowledge and skills with the only published course to offer full and comprehensive coverage of the syllabus for examination from

2023 engage with relevant and up to date case examples to illustrate key topics build knowledge with key elements covered and

skills targeted activities throughout test understanding with a range of activities and exam style questions extend learning with

internet research boxes providing opportunities to delve further into topics

Cambridge International AS and A Level IT Coursebook with CD-ROM

2016-01-04

this series is for the cambridge international as a level it syllabus 9626 for examination from 2019 this coursebook provides a clear

and comprehensive guide to assist students as they develop theoretical and practical it skills it contains detailed explanations of

theoretical and practical concepts and tasks with worked examples and exercises to consolidate knowledge practical tasks are

offered throughout the book with source files on the accompanying cd rom to help students build and develop their practical

knowledge



Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Coursebook with CD-ROM

2014-10-16

this revised set of resources for cambridge international as and a level business syllabus 9609 is thoroughly updated for the latest

version of the curriculum written by experienced authors the coursebook provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus

accessible language combined with the clear visually stimulating layout makes this an ideal resource for the course questions and

explanation of key terms reinforce knowledge different kinds of activities build application analytical and evaluation skills and case

studies contextualise the content making it relevant to international learners it provides thorough examination support for all papers

with exam style questions with each chapter and an extensive paper 3 style case study with each unit the student cd rom contains

revision aids further questions and activities a teacher s cd rom is also available

Cambridge International AS and A Level English Language Coursebook

2014-08-21

comprehensive student friendly resources designed for teaching cambridge international as and a level english language syllabus

9093 the core aim of this coursebook is to help students to develop and apply the key skills they need to achieve in as and a level

english language they will build the skills needed for assessment through frequent activities divided into two distinct parts for as

and a level studies the book covers a wide range of reading skills such as understanding aspects of style voice and tone it also

addresses the conventions of key kinds of writing and spoken language from scripted speeches to travel articles and looks at how



they can capture these conventions in their own work

Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level – Cambridge International AS & A Level

English Language Student's Book

2021-06-07

exam board cambridge assessment international education level subject cambridge international as a level english language first

teaching september 2019 first examination from 2021

Cambridge International AS and A Level Business

2014-10-31

endorsed by cambridge international examinations foster a deeper understanding with a wide range of international case studies

and exam preparation matched to the key knowledge students need for success this title covers the entire syllabus for cambridge

international examinations international as and a level business 9609 it is divided into separate sections for as and a level making

it ideal for students studying both the as and the a level and also those taking the as examinations at the end of their first year

illustrates key concepts using examples from multinationals and businesses that operate around the world provides practice

throughout the course with carefully selected past paper questions covering all question types at the end of each chapter using

and interpreting data feature emphasises and illustrates the importance of numeracy both in terms of calculations and interpreting



numerical data free revision and practice cd includes interactive tests selected answers additional activities and a glossary

Exam Success in English Language for Cambridge International AS and a Level

2020-01-14

focused on grade improvement this exam success guide brings much needed clarity to exam preparation equipping students to

achieve their best in the latest as a level exams 9093 and beyond this guide allows students to recap and review key course

content apply their knowledge and hone exam techniques it also includes examiner tips raise your grade advice and exam style

practice to ensure your students are exam ready perfect for use alongside complete english langauge for cambridge international

as a level or as a standalone resource for independent revision answers are available on the accompanying support site

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry

2015-03-06

endorsed by cambridge assessment international education for full syllabus coverage foster a deeper understanding of theoretical

concepts through clear guidance and opportunities for self assessment throughout covers the entire cambridge international as a

level chemistry syllabus 9701 navigate the different routes through the course with ease with clearly divided sections for as and a

level focus learning with learning outcomes clearly defined at the beginning of each section test knowledge and understanding with

past paper and exam style questions address the key concepts in the syllabus which are clearly highlighted throughout the course

the revision and practice cd included with every student s book provides interactive tests summaries of each topic and advice on



examination techniques

Cambridge International AS and A Level Computing Revision Guide

2013-12-02

provides guidance on tackling the different types of examination questions

Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM

2014-08-07

fully revised and updated content matching the cambridge international as a level physics syllabus 9702 endorsed by cambridge

international examinations the second edition of the as a level physics coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge and

skills students need for as a level physics 9702 first examination 2016 written by renowned experts in physics the text is written in

an accessible style with international learners in mind the coursebook is easy to navigate with colour coded sections to

differentiate between as and a level content self assessment questions allow learners to track their progression and exam style

questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations contemporary contexts are discussed throughout enhancing

the relevance and interest for learners



Cambridge International AS/A Level Business Study and Revision Guide Third Edition

2022-11-25

kick start your revision with this thorough blend of content guidance and skills support formulated to cover all your needs as you

approach assessment stretch yourself to achieve the highest grades with structured syllabus coverage varied exam style questions

and annotated sample answers to help you to build the essential skill set for exam success benefit from expert advice and tips on

skills and knowledge from experienced subject authors effectively manage your revision with a brand new introduction that clearly

outlines what is expected from you in the exam keep track of your own progress with a handy revision planner use the new

glossary index section to identify and address gaps in knowledge consolidate and apply your understanding of key content and

skills with short test yourself and exam style questions

Cambridge International AS and A Level IT.

2016

fully revised and updated content matching the cambridge international as a level chemistry syllabus 9701 endorsed by cambridge

international examinations the second edition of the as a level chemistry coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge

and skills students need for as a level chemistry 9701 first examination 2016 written by renowned experts in chemistry the text is

written in an accessible style with international learners in mind the coursebook is easy to navigate with colour coded sections to

differentiate between as and a level content self assessment questions allow learners to track their progression and exam style



questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations contemporary contexts and applications are discussed

throughout enhancing the relevance and interest for learners

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM

2014-07-31

internationally focused textbook to support cambridge international as and a level travel and tourism for first examination in 2017

endorsed by cambridge international examinations this second edition of cambridge international as and a level travel and tourism

has been fully updated for the cambridge syllabus 9395 for examination from 2017 written by experienced authors in an engaging

and accessible style this coursebook contains a wealth of internationally focussed case studies and links to the key concepts

throughout this book offers comprehensive coverage with an international perspective and in depth analysis of topics

Cambridge International AS and A Level Travel and Tourism Coursebook

2016-01-04

updated and fully aligned with the cambridge international as a level english language 9093 syllabus for examination 2021 build

confidence and success with the only exam preparation book for cambridge international as a level english language help students

learn how to improve their answers and avoid common mistakes with step by step guides to each exam paper and examiner s tips

throughout guided practice will help students master the key reading writing and analysis skills required to succeed in this course

mark schemes and model answers are at the back of the book giving students everything they need to revise and build their skills



Cambridge International AS and A Level English Language Exam Preparation and

Practice

2019-06-26

exam board cambridge assessment international education level a level subject mathematics first teaching september 2018 first

exams summer 2020 endorsed by cambridge assessment international education to provide full support for paper 3 of the syllabus

for examination from 2020 take mathematical understanding to the next level with this accessible series written by experienced

authors examiners and teachers improve confidence as a mathematician with clear explanations worked examples diverse

activities and engaging discussion points advance problem solving interpretation and communication skills through a wealth of

questions that promote higher order thinking prepare for further study or life beyond the classroom by applying mathematics to

other subjects and modelling real world situations reinforce learning with opportunities for digital practice via links to the

mathematics in education and industry s mei integral platform in the etextbooks to have full access to the etextbooks and integral

resources you must be subscribed to both dynamic learning and integral to trial our etextbooks and or subscribe to dynamic

learning visit hoddereducation co uk dynamic learning to view samples of the integral resources and or subscribe to integral visit

integralmaths org international please note that the integral resources have not been through the cambridge international

endorsement process answers to exercise questions are on cambridge extras hoddereducation co uk cambridgeextras this book

covers the syllabus content for further mechanics including motion of a projectile equilibrium of a rigid body circular motion hooke s

law linear motion under a variable force and momentum about the series four separate textbooks ensure full coverage of the latest

cambridge international as a level further mathematics syllabus 9231 student and whiteboard etextbook editions are also available



further pure mathematics 1 student textbook isbn 9781510421783 student etextbook isbn 9781510422025 whiteboard etextbook

isbn 9781510422032 further pure mathematics 2 student textbook isbn 9781510421790 student etextbook isbn 9781510422063

whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510422070 further mechanics student textbook isbn 9781510421806 student etextbook isbn

9781510422100 whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510422117 further probability statistics student textbook isbn 9781510421813

student etextbook isbn 9781510422148 whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510422155

Cambridge International AS & A Level Further Mathematics Further Mechanics

2018-05-14

english as a second language igcse matches the requirements of the cambridge international examinations syllabus it is written by

experienced igcse teachers and endorsed by cambridge international examinations ensuring that it is up to date and

comprehensive in its coverage of the syllabus this textbook offers clear practical support for teachers and students it is divided into

20 succinct units based on the specific skill areas of the igcse examination reading reading and writing writing listening and exam

practice the units adopt a lively approach to the subject utilising a diverse range of stimulus material

English as a Second Language: IGCSE Student Book

2001-09-20

fully revised and updated content matching the cambridge international as a level physics syllabus 9702 the cambridge

international as and a level physics workbook with cd rom supports students to hone the essential skills of handling data



evaluating information and problem solving through a varied selection of relevant and engaging exercises and exam style

questions the workbook is endorsed by cambridge international examinations for learner support student focused scaffolding is

provided at relevant points and gradually reduced as the workbook progresses to promote confident independent learning answers

to all exercises and exam style questions are provided on the cd rom for students to use to monitor their own understanding and

track their progress through the course

Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Workbook with CD-ROM

2016-06-16

exam board cambridge assessment international education level a level subject thinking skills first teaching september 2018 first

exams summer 2020 endorsed by cambridge assessment international education to provide full support of the syllabus for

examination from 2020 improve problem solving and critical thinking skills for studies and life beyond the classroom while ensuring

full coverage of the cambridge international as a level thinking skills syllabus 9694 focus on creative problem solving with a clear

model demonstrating how to assess the problem choose and implement the appropriate strategy and give the answer improve

your critical thinking skills through a meticulous and rigorous approach to analysing evaluating and constructing arguments and

forming well reasoned judgments prepare for further study and life beyond the classroom with advice and guidance from

experienced authors consolidate learning with a range of problems exercises and examination style questions



Cambridge International AS & A Level Thinking Skills

2018-10-08

cambridge international as and a level travel and tourism offers comprehensive coverage with an international perspective and in

depth analysis of all topics there are free online resources available containing a wide range of international case studies see

more at education cambridge org eu subject business and economics cambridge international as and a level travel and tourism

sthash shgl36lw dpuf

Cambridge International AS and A Level Travel and Tourism

2014-05-15

this title support exam potential and lays the foundations for students future careers written to match the latest syllabus for first

examination in 2016 this resource covers all the key concepts with targeted exam practice to build confidence case studies help

students to understand current business practice preparing them for their future careers

Business for Cambridge International AS & A Level

2015

fully revised and updated content matching the cambridge international as a level chemistry syllabus 9701 the cambridge



international as and a level chemistry workbook with cd rom supports students to hone the essential skills of handling data

evaluating information and problem solving through a varied selection of relevant and engaging exercises and exam style

questions the workbook is endorsed by cambridge international examinations for learner support student focused scaffolding is

provided at relevant points and gradually reduced as the workbook progresses to promote confident independent learning answers

to all exercises and exam style questions are provided on the cd rom for students to use to monitor their own understanding and

track their progress through the course

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Workbook with CD-ROM

2016-06-09

this title covers the entire syllabus for cambridge international examinations international as and a level biology 9700 it is divided

into separate sections for as and a level making it ideal for students studying both the as and the a level and also those taking the

as examinations at the end of their first year explains difficult concepts using language that is appropriate for students around the

world provides practice throughout the course with carefully selected past paper questions at the end of each chapter we are

working with cambridge international examinations to gain endorsement for this title

Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology

2015-01-30

these collections of the official past papers of the gce o level examinations from the university of cambridge international



examinations has been developed for students of gce o level these books will act as tools for preparation and revision for students

these books have an edited answer guide for each paper based on the marks scheme written by cie principal

GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer Guides: Maths India Edition

2004-03-03

this book supports students preparing for cambridge international examinations igcse english as a second language 0510 0511

0991 the full colour exam preparation and practice book contains four guided practice tests audio and video to build confidence

ready for the revised exam from 2019 it takes an active learning approach with a test teach test methodology this encourages

students to think about how they are developing language skills helping them progress full sample answers with examiner

comments and grades are included to help students understand what is required in the writing and speaking exams this is part of

the cambridge igcse esl toolbox of resources the widest choice of resources for this qualification

Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second Language Exam Preparation and Practice with

Audio CDs (2)

2017-11-09

exam board cambridge assessment international education level subject cambridge international as a level drama for examination

from 2021 as level 2022 as and a level



Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level – Cambridge International AS & A Level

Drama Student’s Book

2021-06-07

ensure students achieve top exam marks and can confidently progress to further study with an academically rigorous yet

accessible approach from cambridge examiners with full syllabus match extensive practice and exam guidance this new edition

embeds a comprehensive understanding of scientific concepts and develops advanced skills for strong assessment potential be

confident of full syllabus support with a comprehensive syllabus matching grid and learning objectives drawn directly from the

latest syllabus 9702 for first examination from 2022 written by cambridge examiners this new edition if packed with focused and

explicit assessment guidance support and practice to ensure your students are fully equipped for their exams with a stretching yet

accessible approach cambridge international as a level complete physics develops advanced problem solving and scientific skills

and contextualizes scientific concepts to ensure your students are ready to progress to further study all answers are available on

the accompanying answer support site take your students exam preparation further and ensure they get the grades they deserve

with additional exam focused support available in the enhanced online student book and the exam success guide

Cambridge International AS & A Level Complete Physics

2020-08-06

songs of ourselves the university of cambridge international examinations anthology of poetry in english contains work by more



than 100 poets from all parts of the english speaking world

Songs of Ourselves

2005-06-24

this title covers the entire syllabus for cambridge international examinations international as and a level economics 9708 it is

divided into separate sections for as and a level making it ideal for students studying both the as and the a level and also those

taking the as examinations at the end of their first year students will benefit from an accessible and international perspective on

economics provides practice throughout the course with carefully selected past paper questions focussing on data response and

essay questions free revision and practice cd includes interactive tests selected answers additional activities and a list of key

terms we are working with cambridge international examinations to gain endorsement for this title

Stories of Ourselves

2008

this series has been developed specifically for the cambridge international as a level mathematics 9709 syllabus to be examined

from 2020 cambridge international as a level mathematics pure mathematics 1 matches the corresponding unit of the syllabus with

a clear and logical progression through it contains materials on topics such as quadratics functions coordinate geometry circular

measure series differentiation and integration this coursebook contains a variety of features including recap sections for students

to check their prior knowledge detailed explanations and worked examples end of chapter and cross topic review exercises and



explore tasks to encourage deeper thinking around mathematical concepts answers to coursebook questions are at the back of the

book

Cambridge International AS and A Level Economics

2014-11-28

these collections of the official past papers of the gce o level examinations from the university of cambridge international

examinations has been developed for students of gce o level these books will act as tools for preparation and revision for students

these books have an edited answer guide for each paper based on the marks scheme written by cie principal

Cambridge International AS and A Level Mathematics: Pure Mathematics 1

Coursebook

2018-03-15

supports students studying for cambridge international as a level global perspectives research this coursebook is the only resource

endorsed by cambridge international examinations for cambridge international as and a level global perspectives and research

9239 for first examination from 2016 the coursebook helps students and teachers understand the critical path via exploration of

international topics such as climate change this helps develop students ability to think critically and consider alternative viewpoints

in preparation for university and employment with exam style questions group discussion activities and personal reflection the



coursebook provides structure through a skills based syllabus while helping build important life skills suggested answers to

coursebook questions are on the upcoming teacher s resource cd rom

GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer Guides: English Language India

Edition

2004-02-06

cambridge international as level history is a suite of three books that offer complete coverage of the cambridge international as

level history syllabus code 9389 written in clear and accessible language this title enables students to achieve highly in their as

examinations features include key questions timelines definitions of key terms profile of key figures notes to highlight significant

points and formative questions to consolidate learning each chapter reinforces knowledge and builds skills using detailed study of

primary and secondary sources comprehensive exam support is offered with each chapter concluding in exam style questions

relating to paper 1 source investigation questions and paper 2 structured essay questions further exam help is provided in the final

examination skills chapter

Cambridge International AS & A Level Global Perspectives & Research Coursebook

2017-09-21

the nelson mathematics for cambridge international as a level series is tailored to the needs of a and as level students of the



latest 9709 syllabus developed by a team of experienced examiners and international authors it provides comprehensive coverage

for this syllabus and effective preparation for the cambridge exams nelson probability and statistics 2 for cambridge international a

level is for students taking the s2 exam paper the text aids students in their understanding of course material by providing

introductions to concepts accompanied by example questions and their solutions showing each step of the workings and

commenting on the reasoning processes involved mixed exercises with more detailed questions similar to those found in the actual

examinations test the knowledge of content covered in previous chapters helping students to apply knowledge in addition practice

exam papers provide students with opportunities for effective exam preparation and so help them reach their full

Cambridge International AS Level International History 1871-1945 Coursebook

2013-07-25

get your best grades with this cambridge international as and a level business studies revision guide manage your own revision

with step by step support from experienced examiners sandie harrison and david milner maintain an appropriate international focus

in exams with examples and case studies from around the world get the top marks by applying business studies terms accurately

with the help of definitions and key words use the revision guide to prepare for the big day plan and pace your revision with the

revision planner use the expert tips to clarify key points test yourself with rapid fire questions and answers and tick off each topic

as you complete it practise your exam skills with exam style questions also available cambridge international as and a level

business studies textbook by malcolm surridge and andrew gillespie isbn 9781444181395 this title has not been through the

cambridge endorsement process



Nelson Mathematics for Cambridge International A Level: Probability and Statistics 2

2016-03-10

cambridge international as and a level physics revision guide matches the requirements of the cambridge as and a level physics

syllabus this revision guide offers support for students as they prepare for their as and a level physics 9702 exams containing up

to date material that matches the syllabus for examination from 2016 and packed full of guidance specifically designed to help

students apply their knowledge in exams such as worked examples tips and progress check questions throughout to help students

to hone their revision and exam technique and avoid common mistakes written in a clear and straightforward tone this revision

guide is perfect for international learners

Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Studies Revision Guide

2013-10-25

exam board cambridge assessment international education level a level subject mathematics first teaching september 2018 first

exams summer 2020 endorsed by cambridge assessment international education to provide full support for paper 6 of the syllabus

for examination from 2020 take mathematical understanding to the next level with this accessible series written by experienced

authors examiners and teachers improve confidence as a mathematician with clear explanations worked examples diverse

activities and engaging discussion points advance problem solving interpretation and communication skills through a wealth of

questions that promote higher order thinking prepare for further study or life beyond the classroom by applying mathematics to



other subjects and modelling real world situations reinforce learning with opportunities for digital practice via links to the

mathematics in education and industry s mei integral platform in the etextbooks to have full access to the etextbooks and integral

resources you must be subscribed to both dynamic learning and integral to trial our etextbooks and or subscribe to dynamic

learning visit hoddereducation co uk dynamic learning to view samples of the integral resources and or subscribe to integral visit

integralmaths org international please note that the integral resources have not been through the cambridge international

endorsement process this book covers the syllabus content for probability and statistics 2 including the poisson distribution linear

combinations of random variables continuous random variables sampling and estimation and hypothesis tests available in this

series five textbooks fully covering the latest cambridge international as a level mathematics syllabus 9709 are accompanied by a

workbook and student and whiteboard etextbooks pure mathematics 1 student textbook isbn 9781510421721 student etextbook

isbn 9781510420762 whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510420779 workbook isbn 9781510421844 pure mathematics 2 and 3

student textbook isbn 9781510421738 student etextbook isbn 9781510420854 whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510420878

workbook isbn 9781510421851 mechanics student textbook isbn 9781510421745 student etextbook isbn 9781510420953

whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510420977 workbook isbn 9781510421837 probability statistics 1 student textbook isbn

9781510421752 student etextbook isbn 9781510421066 whiteboard etextbook isbn 9781510421097 workbook isbn

9781510421875 probability statistics 2 student textbook isbn 9781510421776 student etextbook isbn 9781510421158 whiteboard

etextbook isbn 9781510421165 workbook 9781510421882

Cambridge International AS and A Level Physics Revision Guide

2015-12-10



get your best grades with this exam focused text that will guide you through the content and skills you need to prepare for the big

day manage your own revision with step by step support from experienced examiners sandie harrison and david milner this guide

also includes a questions and answers section with exam style questions student s answers for each question and examiner

comments to ensure you re exam ready plan and pace your revision with the revision planner use the expert tips to clarify key

points avoid making typical mistakes with expert advice test yourself with end of topic questions and answers and tick off each

topic as you complete it practise your exam skills with exam style questions and answers this title has not been through the

cambridge international endorsement process

Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics Probability & Statistics 2

2018-05-08

equip your students for success with complete support for the latest cambridge as a level english language syllabus 9093 for

examination from 2021 written by cambridge examiners the accessible exam focused approach embeds complex language skills

and fully equips students for their exams this online student book will be available on oxford education bookshelf until 2029 access

is facilitated via a unique code which is sent in the mail the code must be linked to an email address creating a user account

access may be transferred once to an additional user

Cambridge International AS/A Level Business Revision Guide 2nd edition

2016-01-25



Complete English Language for Cambridge International AS & A Level

2021-03-18
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